
Curriculum Map – Year 8 Computer Science 

 

Year group: 8 
Subject: Computer 
Science 

Autumn 1 
 
Digital Literacy Essentials 

 

Autumn 2 
 
Microbits 

 

Spring 1 
 
How a computer works 

 
 

Spring 2 
 
Advanced algorithms and 
encryption 

Summer  
 
Creating a computer game – 
project

 
Content 
 
What will I learn? 
What do I need to 
know? 

I will learn about: 
 
The resources available on 
the school network and 
how to keep my work 
organised on the school 
computers. How to 
communicate effectively 
using e mail. How to 
create an interactive 
multimedia presentation.  
 
I will know that: 
 
Files on a computer are 
organised into folders. 
When we are allocated a 
school account this also 
gives us access to e mail, 
online Office software and 
access to cloud storage. 
Emails should be sent in a 
professional manner 
which includes titles, 
greeting, signature and 
attachments if required. 

I will learn about: 
 
Building algorithms using 
sequence, selection and 
iteration. How 
subroutines can be used 
when writing algorithms.  
Spreadsheet software 
and how to use this to 
develop a well formatted 
financial computer 
model. 
 
I will know that: 
Computers complete 
tasks by following a set 
of steps (an algorithm). 
Computers will only do 
exactly what we tell 
them to do.  When 
developing these 
algorithms we use three 
key constructs. 
Sequence, which is the 
order of the instructions, 
selection which enables 
the computer to follow 

I will learn about: 
 
Computer hardware and 
software. A range of 
input and output devices 
that a computer will use. 
The input, process, 
output computer model. 
How data is represented 
in a computer. How 
binary can be used to 
represent images. 
Different forms of data 
capacity used in 
computing and how to 
calculate the size of a 
file. Different types of 
storage devices and their 
characteristics. The main 
purpose of components 
inside your computer. 
 
Laws that affect 
computing. 
 
I will know that: 
 

I will learn about: 
 
 
I will know that: 
 
 
Key terms: 

I will learn about: 
 
Developing platform 
computer games. The 
components needed to 
create a game and how 
algorithms can be run on 
events within a computer 
game.  
 
I will know that: 
 
Games are developed by 
writing multiple 
subroutines that perform 
specific actions. These are 
then associated with an 
object in a computer game 
and are only run when a 
certain event occurs in a 
game e.g. pressing the 
space bar. Games include a 
range of sprites and 
objects.  
 
Key terms: 



Presentation software has 
features included to add 
interactivity to help 
engage the user. 
 
Key terms: 
Cloud Computing, Folders, 
Files, E mail etiquette, 
attachments, email 
signatures, slide master, 
hyperlinks. 
 
 
 

different paths through 
the code and iteration 
which allows lines of 
code to be repeated.  
Spreadsheets can be 
formatted to ensure that 
the data is clear and easy 
to read. Spreadsheets 
can be used to model 
financial and other data 
and display the data in a 
way that makes it easy to 
interpret by the end 
user. 
 
Key terms: 
 
Sequence, selection , 
iteration, variable, input, 
output, function, 
procedure, subroutine. 
Formatting, formula, 
function, graph, axis, 
conditional formatting, 
absolute and relative cell 
referencing 

Computers need a range 
of hardware and 
software to operate. 
Data is input into a 
computer using a range 
of input devices, the data 
is processed on the 
computer and then it is 
output using a range of 
output devices. Data is 
stored on a computer 
using just two values. 
These can be used to 
represent numbers, 
letters, other characters, 
images and even videos. 
There are many different 
forms of computer 
storage and each are 
suitable for different 
purposes. Computers use 
RAM, Cache, CPU, 
secondary storage and 
ROM to run. 
 
Businesses and people 
that store data and use 
computers need to 
follow certain legislation. 
There are consequences 
of not following this 
legislation.  
 
Key terms: 
 
Hardware, software, 
input device, output 
device, binary, bit, 

Sprite, object, action, event, 
room, event driven 
programming.  



nibble, kilobyte, 
megabyte, gigabyte, 
terabyte, petabyte, 
colour depth, resolution, 
optical, solid state, 
magnetic, volatile, non 
volatile, metadata, CPU, 
RAM, ROM, cache. 
GDPR, Copyright, design 
and patents act, 
Computer misuse act. 

Skills/applications 
 
What will I learn to 
do? 

I will learn (how) to: 
 
Within lessons you will 
learn to organise your 
own files on your 
computer by giving them 
suitable names and 
creating a suitable folder 
structure. You will learn 
how to save files using 
OneDrive. This will enable 
you to easily transfer files 
between school and 
home. You will be able to 
access your school e mail 
and communicate using e 
mail in a suitable way with 
your teachers and fellow 
students. You will learn 
how to access a range of 
platforms such as 
Microsoft Teams that will 
be used to share resources 
with you whilst at JHN.  
By completing the 
homeworks you will learn 
to create an interactive 

I will learn (how) to: 
 
Create and design 
algorithms using 
sequence, selection and 
iteration to perform a 
specific task. To transfer 
this to a Microbit. To use 
subroutines to improve 
the efficiency and 
maintainability of the 
code we write.  
How to format a 
spreadsheet e.g. 
changing colour, adding 
borders, merging cells 
etc. How to add formulas 
and functions on to a 
spreadsheet. How to 
produce and present 
graphs from data in a 
spreadsheet. 

I will learn (how) to: 
 
Identify a range of 
hardware and software 
devices. Select suitable 
input and output devices 
for a given purpose. 
Convert between binary 
and denary values. 
Represent additional 
characters using the 
ASCII character set. 
Represent pixels in an 
image using binary 
values and explain the 
relationship between 
colour depth in an image 
and the number of bits 
stored per pixel. 
Calculate the size of files 
and suggest suitable 
storage devices to store 
the data. Explain the 
purpose of a range of 
internal computer 
hardware. 

I will learn (how) to: I will learn (how) to: 
 
Create my own sprites using 
suitable graphical editing 
software. Add a range of 
sprites and backgrounds 
into the game development 
software. How to create 
objects in a game. How to 
add events to these objects. 
What event occur in a 
game. How to write a range 
of actions to control the 
objects in the game. How to 
execute actions when an 
event occurs.  
How to use suitable 
software to create a user 
manual. 



multimedia presentation. 
You will be able to use 
Microsoft Powerpoint to 
set up a master slide, add 
text, formatted images 
and video. You will also be 
able to link the slides 
together and use features 
such as custom animation 
and slide transition. 

Key questions that I 
will have to consider 
in the unit. 

Can I access all the 
resources on the school 
network that teachers will 
use to communicate with 
me? 
Am I able to communicate 
with other students and 
staff in the school in a 
suitable way? 
Do I really need to use 
email or memory sticks to 
transfer my homework 
between home and school 
or is there a better way? 
How can I enhance the 
presentations I create to 
make them more suitable 
for their purpose. 
 
 
 

What is the overall 
problem that I need to 
solve and how to I break 
this down into smaller 
tasks that each become 
easier to solve? 
What are the individual 
steps involved to solve a 
problem? 
What data do I need to 
store? 
What is the best way to 
represent financial data 
in a spreadsheet? 
 
 

How is everything in a 
computer stored using 
just a 1 and a 0? 
What processing takes 
place on data entered 
into a computer? 
What devices do I see on 
a regular basis that are 
used to input and output 
data to a computer? 
What happens when I 
turn my computer on? 

 What sprites do I need in a 
game? 
What objects do I need and 
what sprites should be 
associated with them? 
When actions do I need this 
object to perform and how 
would I code this? 
What event should occur to 
run these actions? 
What information is 
required in a user manual? 

How will my learning 
be assessed? 

Your teacher will view 
how well you use the 
computers during the unit 
and there will be an end of 
unit assessment. This will 
consist of a quiz and will 
require you to create a 

During your lessons your 
teacher will continually 
asses the work you 
complete by monitoring 
your progress. However 
at the end of this unit of 
work you will be asked to 

Your teacher will 
monitor your progress 
during all lessons. 
However at the end of 
the unit there will be a 
written assessment 
which will assess you on 

 In this unit you will be 
working on the computer 
game in all your lessons. 
Your completed game will 
form your assessment along 
with the user manual that 
you create for homework.  



report to show your score 
and e mail this as an 
attachment to your 
teacher. 
 
 
 

complete a programming 
challenge which uses the 
skills learnt in the unit. 
This will require you to 
write an algorithm for a 
Microbit for a given task. 
You will also be asked to 
submit a spreadsheet, 
this is one you will have 
worked on for 
homework 

all parts of the unit of 
work.  

How does this help 
with my 
understanding 
beyond the subject? 
literacy/ numeracy/ 
SMSC education 
(Spiritual, moral, 
social, cultural/ 
HEROs/ Careers 
awareness 
capabilities  

This unit will help you in 
many other subjects. You 
should be able format 
documents in a suitable 
way for other subjects, 
communicate with your 
teachers by e mail and 
access all the platforms 
where resources will be 
available to you in school. 

This is the start of your 
understanding of how 
we write computer 
programs and how these 
can be used to control 
physical objects. The 
homeworks will also help 
you in other subjects e.g. 
Science or Geography 
when you need to 
complete a project that 
requires you to collect 
data, model this data 
and output your result in 
a graph. 

We should all have an 
understanding of what is 
actually happening inside 
our computer. What ever 
job you eventually go 
into you will make use of 
technology and therefore 
this helps you to 
understand the key 
concept on how this 
work. 
 
You should also 
understand actions that 
a business must take to 
act in a moral and ethical 
way and the role that 
Computing related 
legislation plays in this.  

 In this unit we are trying to 
teach you how to make the 
games and not just play 
them! You should consider 
what makes a good 
computer game and one 
that users will want to play 
multiple times. You will 
need to consider the 
content of your game and 
how this is suitable for your 
intended audience.  

How does this link to 
learning I have done 
before or am going to 
experience later? 

In year 7 you should have 
had some experience with 
using computers.  

At primary school you 
are likely to have used 
Scratch to  control sprites 
on a screen and create 
an animation. We will 
build upon these skills to 
start to develop more 
complex algorithm that 

Most of this unit will be 
new content to you but 
we aim to clarify many 
terms that you would 
have heard before but 
may not be familiar with 
their exact meaning.  
 

 Throughout year 8 you have 
worked on building 
algorithms and trying to 
decompose problems. You 
put these skills into practice 
in this unit and you need to 
try to decide what actions 
you want your objects in 



have a range of 
purposes.  
You will have used 
spreadsheets to store 
data but here we build 
upon this to provide you 
with a range of 
techniques to enable you 
to use a spreadsheet for 
data modelling.  

This gives you a 
fundamental 
understanding of how a 
computer works and we 
can then build upon this 
in year 9 when we look 
at how computers can be 
networked.  

the game to complete and 
write algorithms to code 
these. Whilst the coding 
will look different to what 
you have done before, the 
principles are the same. 
This unit is less teacher led 
and gives you the 
opportunity to develop 
your own independent 
thinking skills. 

What can I do at 
home (with my 
family) to develop my 
understanding 
further? 

Make sure on your home 
computer you can sign in 
to Teams, your school e 
mail and also into your 
One Drive using your 
school account. Practice 
creating folders on One 
Drive and saving files so 
that you can use this as a 
method to transfer files 
between school and 
home.  

There are a large number 
of tutorials and tasks on 
the BBC Microbit 
website. The website 
also includes an 
emulator so you can 
attempt additional tasks 
at home and test them 
on the emulator.  
The more programming 
you can do at home the 
better as it will get you 
used to thinking logically 
and building algorithms.  

If you have a family 
member of family friend 
that has build their own 
computer then speak to 
them about this and how 
they chose the different 
components. 
 
You could purchase a 
Raspberry Pi and start to 
complete some projects 
using this.  

 Continue working on your 
game or develop another 
game. We use Game maker 
and Kodu as software. Both 
of these are free and 
available at home. 
Therefore come up with a 
game idea with your family 
and try to create it.  

 

  




